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La Sportiva Mt.BuLLer

sky run
The first Sunday in February saw a bunch of runners 

assemble in the shadow of Mt Buller. The sun had not 
yet cleared the mountain and the air still fresh from the 
chilly Delatite River. Without much fanfare, a simple “go” 
from the race director, the runners set off. 

The race was the Mt Buller Sky Run, the first in 
the newly created La Sportiva Mountain Running Series, a three year 
partnership between the La Sportiva brand and Running Wild VIC. 
“Running Wild events are hard, technical and challenging runs held in 
mountains and wild environments,” says Stephen Upton, the manager 
at Bogong Equipment, representing the brand in Victoria. “This style 
of event sits very well with La Sportiva, as it is a brand synonymous 
for providing footwear for some of the hardest climbs and biggest 
mountains on the planet.” As trail running events continue to grow in 
popularity in Australia, this event is seeking to provide runners with a very 
different experience – one more akin to the Sky Running events held in 
the big mountains of Europe.

Paul Ashton, the race director for the event, is like an artist when it 
comes to detail. His race courses take the runner on a journey. No route 
decision is arbitrary. Each hill has been selected for the challenge (and 
pain) it will provide the runner, each corner turned providing a vista 
across endless peaks and valleys. “This run has the potential to be one 
of Victoria’s great, classic trail runs,” he says. Upton also managed to 
compete in the event he is helping to sponsor, and states that Ashton’s 
races are known to “require a level of commitment, self reliance, training 
and experience,” but that “they are also a shared experience with 

like-minded people.” The beauty of the event was that it offered three 
distances, so runners of a variety of levels could participates.

Lucy Bartholomew, the 16-year-old female winner of the 45 kilometre 
distance asserts “we had never done an alpine run that had minimal 
assistance and just wanted to enjoy it...until we hit the first hill 100 metres 
from the start line- we knew it wasn’t going to be easy!” Lucy had to 
convince Ashton to allow her to compete, proving herself via qualifying 
ultras, and giving the assurance that she would run with her father. 
“Running with Dad is great,” she says. “We push each other, sometimes 
we annoy each other, but we know that at the finish line, we needed 
each other!”

The course for the 36 and 45 kilometre distance ascended from 
Merrijig along the Klingsporn Bridle Trail, taking in beautiful pockets of 
ferns and lush vegetation, up through eucalypts, and finally escaping 
the trees to emerge into the alpine. The runners had to climb to the 
Mt Buller summit, the views simply stunning, with most stopping for 
several minutes to take photos, relax and absorb the atmosphere. From 
this summit, the trail ran through the village and onto a trail traversing 
across the saddle to Mt Stirling. The trail was dusty, rocky, and quite 
steep in sections, requiring good footwork and a large amount of guts 
and balls to let it rip downhill. Another brutal climb waited since the 
runners had to reach the summit of this mountain as well. From here the 
45k competitors headed along a gruelling trail down to Craig’s Hut, one 
of the most beautiful locations in the Alps region. Lastly, all the runners 
descended along the Big River Spur trail, a beautiful, wide, soft trail that 
runs alongside the Delatite River. The trail is in a constant dance with 



the river; there are 15 bridges that continually criss-cross the icy water 
before spilling out right at the finish line. The 22 kilometre route started 
at Mt Buller, with runners heading out to the Mt Stirling summit before 
returning back. 

It is clear from the runners’ responses that Ashton has succeeded 
in creating a wonderful event for competitors. The course tests their 
capabilities in the mountains, the support from the organisers just enough 
to gently encourage them along, while the race finish atmosphere is 
like that of a reunion: relaxed, comfortable, supportive, and with lots of 
home-made goods to feast on. Bartholomew acknowledges that the 
event was unlike any previous ultra she had competed in. “Coming back 
from Craig’s Hut was the hardest hill I have ever endured - running up 
was a whole new pain! I remember texting mum as we were going up 
saying ‘hard run, beautiful day text you at the finish.’ What I really wanted 
to say was: ‘Mum, I think I won’t see you again, love you’”. Despite this, 
the teenager only has praise for the event. “At the finish everyone was so 
supportive, I had no idea I was first female. I was just glad to be finished 
and take in the beautiful atmosphere. Overall it was a great run, with a 
great course, great runners and great surroundings. I would defiantly do 
it again!” 

Mick Donges from the Salomon Australia trail running team was the 
first male in the 45 kilometres event, and set a new course record as well 
in 4hrs14. He is no stranger to mountains, being based in Bright and 
training in the peaks surrounding the beautiful town. He had a great 
race, although was chased to the finish line by Blake Hose, a 20-year-old 
running in his first trail race. In the 36 kilomtre event, Cameron Gillies 
and Margaretha Fortmann (also on the Salomon Australia team) crossed 
the line as first male and female, while in the 22 kilometres “Ridge Run,” 
Chris Carr and Melanie Tudball placed first. 

The finish line at Merrijig was the final indication of the future success 
of the Mountain Running Series. The dusty, sweaty runners could be seen 
relaxing and catching up with new and old friends. Some braved the 
freezing cold water to soak their legs, some gorged on home-made soup 
and cake, and some simply rested in the shade. The one thing that would 
stand out though would be the smiles on all their faces. Satisfied, worn 
out and tired, but completely happy with their efforts in the mountains.
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